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Y3 Using full stops correctly Task 2  

1. Read the extract of the narrative below. 

 

 

 

Zain had bought a collection of magazines I didn’t know which one to start 
with. His mum had warned us we only had five minutes before we had to wash 
our hands and come down for dinner. but I couldn’t decide which was the best 
option. After some thought. Zain picked up the puzzle one and began to try 
and solve a crossword I was tempted to just look over his shoulder and try and 
help him but then underneath the pile. I caught the glimpse of a car. I realised 
it was the latest edition of Super Car Weekly. I had made my choice Just as I 
was scanning down the Contents, Zain’s mum called up the stairs, “Dinner time 
everyone”. 

 

2.  After reading the extract, check that full stops have been used correctly and 

choose where changes have to be made.  

Make the changes by rewriting out the extract ensuring that all full stops are 

correct.  
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3. Tick the option which should be written as two sentences.   

                                                                                                                                                

           Tick one  

I ran to the shop but it was closed.  

The book was fantastic I really enjoyed the plot.  

The class had a music lesson and then it was their lunch break.         

She was really full after dinner although still wanted dessert.          

 

4. Insert the missing full stop to make new sentences.  

 

Jeremy learnt all his times tables last weekend I was still practising them last 

night.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Y3 Using full stops correctly Task 2 ANSWERS 

 

2.  After reading the extract, check that full stops have been used correctly and choose 

where changes have to be made.  

Make the changes by rewriting out the extract ensuring that all full stops are correct.  

Zain had bought a collection of magazines. I didn’t know which one to start with. His mum 
had warned us we only had five minutes before we had to wash our hands and come down 
for dinner but I couldn’t decide which was the best option. After some thought, Zain picked 
up the puzzle one and began to try and solve a crossword. I was tempted to just look over 
his shoulder and try and help him but then underneath the pile I caught the glimpse of a car. 
I realised it was the latest edition of Super Car Weekly. I had made my choice. Just as I was 
scanning down the Contents, Zain’s mum called up the stairs, “Dinner time everyone.”  

 

 

3. Tick the option which should be written as two sentences.   

                                                                                                                                                Tick one  

I ran to the shop but it was closed.  

The book was fantastic I really enjoyed the plot.  

The class had a music lesson and then it was their lunch break.         

She was really full after dinner although still wanted dessert.          

 

4. Insert the missing full stop to make new sentences.  

 

Jeremy learnt all his times tables last weekend. I was still practising them last night.  

 


